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Synopsis
We show the analytic smoothing effect for dispersive ~quation on a real line lR by using simple
commutator estimates.
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1. Introduction
Let Pit == Dt + D~ with a positive integer K ~ 2 where D t == -iot and Dx == -iox • We
see that the Cauchy problem for Pit with the initial data on the line t == °is L 2_ and S-
well posed. Furthermore for a solution u(t,x) of Pku == 0, we have Ilu(t, .)1\ == Ilu(O, ·)11
where II· II is L2-norm. Let JIt == tKD;-l - x. Then commutator [JIt , Pit] is equal to 0.
Hence we see that IIJ~u(t,·)11 == IIJ~u(O,·)II. Since J~u(O,x) == (-x)lu(O,x), we see that
1
IIJ~u(O, ·)11 ~ CLl((K -l)l)! if the initial data u(O, x) == ¢(x) satisfies J leu1xlK:=T ¢(x)1 2 dx < 00
with some a > o. Then we obtain IIJ~u(t, ·)11 ~ CLl ((K-1)l)!, which and Kotake-Narasimhan
theorem 8) imply that u(t, x) is analytic with respect to x-variable when't #0. For JIt is an
elliptic operator of order' K - 1 when t # O. In this paper we show that this argument can be
applied to the operator with lower order terms
'"P = Dt + D; +L aj(x)D;-j
j=l
(1)
and we show that the operator P has analytic smoothing property.
First we recall the conditions on coefficients aj(x) in order that the Cauchy problem for P
Pu(t,x) == 0
u(O,x) == ¢(x)




is L 2-and S-well posed.
According to Chihara 1), when aj(x) (j == 1, ... ,K) is infinitely differentiable on lR, that is
to say, aj(x) E COO(lR} and there exists a positive constant 8 > 1 such that for any integer
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then the Cauchy problem (2) and (3) is L2-well posed, that is to say, for any ¢(x) E L2 (IR)
there exists one and only one solution u(t, x) E C([O, (0), L2 (lR)) to the problem (2) and (3).
The solution u(t, x) satisfies the energy estimate; for any T > 0
Ilu(t,·)11 ~ CII¢(·)II, 0 ~ t ~ T (6)
with some constant C > 0, where we denote by II · II the L2-norm given by
(7)Ilu(t, ·)11 ~ C(II¢OII +it Ilf(t, ·)11 dt), 0 ~ t ~ T
The assertion above still holds for the Cauchy problem with non-zero right hand" side. For
any f(t, x) E C([O, (0), L 2 (lR)), the Cauchy problem Pu == f with the initial condition (3) has
one and only one solution u(t, x) E C([O, (0), L2 (lR)) satisfying the following estimates; for any
T> 0
with some constant C > 0. Furthermore if the initial data ¢(x) is rapidly decreasing smooth
function, that is to say, ¢(x) E S, then the solution u(t, x) to the problem (2) and (3) belongs
to C([0,00),8).
We remark that the conditions above on aj(x) can be replaced by more weaker ones. But
this is not aim of this paper. In the following we assume that (4) and (5} is satisfied.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. We assume that coefficients aj(x) (j == 1, ... ,~) of P are real analytic and have
bounded holomorphic extension on a band {z Eel ISzl < Co } with some Co > 0, that is to
say, we have, with some positive constants D and K,
Id~laj(x)1 ~ DKll!, x E lR, 1= 0,1; 2 ... , j = 1, ... ,~.
Then if the initial data ¢(x) E L 2 (lR) satisfies, with some positive constant ~ > 0,
(8)
(9)[: le5lX!ib ¢(x)12 dx < 00,
then the solution u(t, x) E C([O, (0), L2 (lR)) to (2) and (3) is analytic with respect to the variable
x when t > o.
In the case where ~ is odd, we have improved results.
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 on the coefficients aj (x), if the initial data
cjJ(x) E L 2 (lR) satisfies, with some positive constant 8 > 0,
(10)
then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds.
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There are many works on the smoothing effect for dispersive equations, see for example
Chihara 1) , Craig-Kappeler-Strauss 3)4) and references therein. For works on the analytic
smoothing effect, in particular, for Schr6dinger equations on n-dimensional sp·ace lRn , see for
example Kajitani-Wakabayashi 7) and Robiano-Zuily 10) and references therein. Especially the
idea of proof of Kajitani-Wakabayashi 7) is similar to ours. For general K ~ 2, Takuwa 11)
already proved the theorem and the corollary above as a corollary of his microlocal results,
Corollary 1.1 of Tak'uwa 11), that are obtained by applying the idea of Robiano-Zuily 10) to
higher order dispersive operators. Takuwa 12) extends his results to dispersive operators on lRn .
But in these works above, one assumes that coefficients have bounded holomorphic extension
on a larger domain, for e~ample one dimensional case, { z Eel I~zl < C(1 + I~zl)}. In this
paper, using the fact that we work only on one s'pace dimensional case, we show the theorem
above assuming the bounded holomorphic extension only on a band.
We show the plan of the proof of Theorem 1. In the section 2, we construct an operator
J = JK+ Ej~i bj(x)D;-l-j, where JK, = tKD;-l - x so that the order of the commutator
[J, P] == JP - P J is K - 2. To obtain such an operator, we first construct a differential
operator Q with its principal part ~K-1 so that the order of [Q, A] is K - 2 where A == D; +
Ej=1 aj(x)D;-i. Then we see J == tKQ - X enjoys the desired property. Next we construct a
pseudo-differential I of order 1 whose principal part is (tK~K-l - x) / ((tK~K,-l - X)2 +eK- 2 ) 21<1<-=.22
so that the order of 10 == [I, P] is zero. Then for a solution u(t, x) to (2) and (3), we have, by
setting Ul(t,x) == Ilu(t, x),
i-I
PUI(t, x) = 2: CI,jUj(t, x)
j=O
where Cl,j = - G) adl- j- 1(I)Io. Here the operator adk(I)Io is defined inductively by adO(I)Io =
10 and adk(I)Io == [I, adk- 1(I)Io]. In the section 3, we show the estim~tes of operator adk(I)Io
and the estimates of Ilul(O, -)11. Then we obtain from the energy estimates the estimates
Ilul(t, -)11 from which we draw the desired conclusion of Theorem in the section 4.
We say that a smooth function b(x) on lR belongs to A, when with some positive constants
D and K we have
Id~lb(X)1 ~ DKll!, x E lR
for any l ~ 0. In the following, with any fixed T > 0, we consider the problem in the finite
time interval [0, T]. Then the value oft is always 0 ::;. t ::; T.
Let Bco == {z E <C I I~zl < Co } and ll(Bco x Bco ) be a space consisting of all holomorphic
functions on B co x B co - We denote by sj the set of analytic symbols of order j that consists
of a(t, x, €) E C 1 ([0, T], ll(Bco x Bco )) with some Co > °satisfying
1&l8ra(t,x,~)1 ~ Cj,o(~)j-o, (t,x,~) E [O,T] x B co x B co
for j = 0,1 and a = 0,1,2 ... where where (~) = (1 + 1~12)1/2. We denote by st with
nonnegative integer j the set of polynomials in € belonging to sj. Roughly speaking, a symbol
in sj is usual s10- symbol (see Kumano-go 9)) which has a holomorpc extension on B co x BCD, .
with some estimates. .
For a symbol a(t, x, €) E Sj we define the pseudodifferential operator a(t, x, D x ) by
a(t, x, Dx)f = 2~Jl2 ei(x-Y)~a(t, x, ~)f(y) d~dy.
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For the calculus of pseudo-differential operators and their properties, readers are referred to
Kumano-go 9). We use also another class of analytic symQols of order zero Ao. We write
a(t,x,€) E AD when a(t,x,~)) is an element of C([O,T], 1i(Bco x.Beo )) with some Co > °and
bounded in [0, T] x Beo >< Bco . This is equivalent to the class that consists of any a(t, x,~) E
C([0, T], Coo (lRx x IRe)) satisfying with some positive constants D and K,
for any non-negative integers a and {3.
In the following we use a~~~ in order to represent D~ata. Then we have c(t, x, Dx )
a(t, x, Dx)b(t, x, Dx) where
We use C or C with some index in order to indicate a positive constant which may be different
line by line.
2. Construction of the operators J and I
In this section, we assume that aj(x) E A (j == 1, ... , K) as the assumption of Theorem 1.
Remember that A == D; + 2:;=1 aj(x)D;-j and P == Dt + A. First we show the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. There exists a differential operator Q = D;-l + 2:;:::; qj(X)D;-l-j with the co~f­
ficients qj(x) E A such that the order of the commutator [Q, A] is at· most K - 2.
Proof· First we construct a formal series Qo == 2:j~O cj(x)D;-j with co(x) == 1 so that
Here the product of formal series F1 == 2:f:=0 Cl,j(x)D;1-j and F2
defined by
00
F1F2 = L dj (x)D;1+K.2-j
j=O
with
dj(x) = L (k1 - jdaCl,jl (X)D~C2,h(x)
j1 +j2+0 =j, o~O
(11)
2:j~O C2,j(x)D;2-j is
where (j)o = 1 and (j)k = j(j-l)..~~j-k+1) for k 2 1. We see that the product is associative.




with d1(x) == KC1(X) and dj(x) == KCj(X) + Tj(X) where Tj(X) is a linear combination of the




that we have (11). Then we can determine Qo. Using Qo we set Q= 'Oo·~·Q;. Then we have
2K-l 2K-l
- - ~ - ~[Q, A] == o. For QA == Qo· · · Qo and AQ == Qo · · · Qo. Let
00
Q= n;-l +L qj(X)D;-l-j.
j=l
Set Q = n;-l + ~;;::; qj(X)D;-l-i, then we see the order of [Q, A] is at most K, - 2. Indeed
in the series of [Q, A], terms containing qj (x) (j ::s; -1) do not appear in the coefficients of D~
with p ~ K - 1. By the construction" we see that qj(X)E A. D
Now, using Q obtained in the lemma, we define J set J == tKQ - x. We note that J ==
tKD;-l - x + r(t,x,Dx ) with r(t,x,~) E S;-2. Then we see [J,P] == iKQ + tK[Q,A] - [x, A]
is a differential operator of order K - 2 with coefficients in A. Then in the case of K == 2,
[J, P] == iKQ + tK[Q, A] - [x, A] is a multiplication operator and order zero. Hence in the
following in this section, we assume that K ~ 3. '
We put
W(t, x, D x ) == J J + 'QQ.
The symbol W(t, x,~) of W(t, x, Dx) is given by
W(t, x,~) == (tKq(X,~) - X)2 + q2(X,~) + ro(t, x,~)
with TO E S;K-4, where we denote by q(x,~) the symbol of Q. Since [Q, P] == [Q, A], we obtain
[W, P] == Tl(t, x, Dx)J + Jrl(t, x, Dx) + T2(t, x, Dx)Q + Qr2(t, x, Dx)
with Tl(t,X,~),T2(t,X,~)E S;-2. T~en the symbol of [W,P] is given by
2Tl(t, x, ~)(tKq(t, x,~) - x) + 2T2(t, x, ~)q(t, x,~) + T3(t, x,~) (13)
with T3(t,X,~) E S~K-4.
rt-2
Using the (2K-2)-nd order operator, W, we define "fractional power" (W +K O)-2rt-2 withK-2 ' : "
"a large 'constant Ko in order that J[(W + KO)-2K-2,P] E AO• First we r~inar~ that from (12)
with a large K o we obtain
. " 1
W(t,x,~) + KoE { Z E CI Rz ~ 2, lS'zl ~ "2(Rz - 2) }
for any (t,x,~) E [0, T]xBcoxBco with some Co > O. Let r = {z E C IRz > 1, fS'zl < Rz-1}.
Then we see that
IW(t, x,~) + K o - AI ~ C(l + IAI + Ixl2 + 1~12K-2) (14)
if (A, t, x,~) E Cr x [0, T] x B eo x B co • Using (14), we study t.he symbol of the resolvent
(A - (W + KO))-l. For A ~ r, we define Rj'(A, t, x,~) (j ~ 0) to have
(,X - (W + Ko)) L Rj('x, t, x, Dx ) "J I,
j~O
that is
(A - (W(t, x,~) + Ko))Ro(A, t, x,~) == 1
5
and for j ~ 1
In the following we consider the estimates for (A, t, x,~) E Cr x [O,T] x BCD X BCD with
an appropriate Co > O. Since q(x,~) - ~K-l E 8;-2, it follows from that (12) that, when
h + a + 13 > 0 and h = 0, 1,
Then from (14)
if ,8 == 0
if ,8 > O.
(15)
ahw(O) (t x ~) .I t. ({J) " I ~ C(I,Xlt + Ixl + 1~IIt-l + 1tl(~)It-l-a-min{{J,1} (16)
A - (W(t, x,~) + K o)
when h + a + 13 > 0 and h = 0,1.
We note that for j > 0
. 1 l W(Oh) (t, x,~)
R'(A t x c) - ~ 001, ,Oz TI ({3h) (17)
1 " ,." - ,X - (W(t, x,~) + K o) L- {Jl, ,{J1 h=l ,X - (W(t, x,~) + K o)
where the summation is taken over any (131, ... ,13l), (al, ... ,al) satisfying ,81 + ··· + 13l =
al + ... + al = j, ah + 13h > 0 (1 ~ h ~ l) and 1~ 2. Then we have, for j ~ 1,
(18)
for h == 0,1. the estimate (16)
for h + a+ ,8 > 0 and h = 0,1. Here we note that IxI1/(K-l)(1 + 1~I)K-2 is not greater than
Ixl + (1 + I~I)K-l. Then we have
(20)
Next we show R('x, t, x, Dx ) = Lj::~ R('x, t, x, Dx ) is a good approximation of the resolvent in
the following sense.
Lemma 2. The symbol rem(A,t, x,~) of the commutator [R(A, t, x, Dx ), P] satisfies
(21)
Proof. Set B = I - (A ~ (W(t, x, Dx ) + Ko))R and 0 = I - R(A - (W(t, x, Dx ) + Ko)). First
we remark that Lj~o Rj(A, t, x, Dx)(A - (W(t, x, Dx) + K o)) rv I~ Then we see that .






Then we have B(>t, t, x, e) = E~+j=lt-l,j~It-2 Bj,a(>t, t, x, e) where Bj,a(>t, t, x, e) is given by
11 ds(l - St-1 27r(:~ 1)! Os - Je- iY1Jw(a) (t, x, e+ STJ)Rj(a) (>t, t, x + y, e) dydTJ
and C(,x, t, x,~) == Eo+j=K-l,j~K-2 Cj,a('x, t, x, ~r where Cj,o(,x, t, x,~) is given by
11 ds(l- s)a-l 27r(:~ l)!Os - Je- iY1JW(a)(t,x + y,e)RJa)(>t, t,x,e + STJ)W dydTJ·
Here Os - J represents oscillatory integral. See Kumano-go 9) for its definition and properties.
Hence from (15), (18) and (19), we have the following estimates;for h = 0,1 and a, (3 ~ 0,
larB[;?(>t,t,x,e)1 + larC[;?(>t,t,x,e)1 ~ C(I>tI~ + Ixl + lel lt- 1 + 1)-2(e)It-2-a. (22)
Since (A - (W(t, x, Dx) + Ko))R('x, t, x, Dx) == I - B, we have
[A - (W(t, x, Dx)+Ko), P]R('x, t, x, Dx ) + (A - (W(t,x, Dx)+Ko))[R('x, t, x, Dx), P] = -[B, Pl.
Then, noting R(A, t, x, Dx)(A - (W(t, x, Dx) + Ko)) == I - C, we obtain
[R(A, t, x, Dx), P] == ~R(A, t, x, Dx)['x - (W(t, x, Dx) + Ko), P]R('x, t, x, Dx)
+ C[R(A, t, x, Dx ), P] + R(A, t, x, Dx)[B, P] (23)
from which and from (12), (13), (18) and (22) follows the desired estimates.
K-2
Now we define (W + KO)-2K-2 by the contour integral
K-2 1 1 K-2(W + KO)-2K-2 = -. A-2K-2R(A, t., x·, Dx ) d,X
21r'l ar -
Since R(>t, t, x, e) = E;':~ Rj(>t, t, x, e), putting









We remark that Ro 2K-2(t,x,~) = (W(t,x,~)+KO)-2K-2 and that it follows from (18) and (20)
that for j > 0 K-2I(R;2"-2)~~~(t,x,e)1 ~ C(l + Ixl + lel lt - 1)-,.:1 (e)-HI-a. (25)
Here we used 1000 x-d(x + M)~l, dx ~ CM-d for 0 < d < 1 and M > 0. Similarly, setting
K-2 1 1Rem(t,x,Dx) = [W(t,x,Dx)-2K-2,P] == -2. rem(A,t,x,Dx)dA,
1r'l ar
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from Lemma 21 we obtain
(26)
We define the operator I by
K-2
Then we see from (24) and (25) that the symbol of I(t, x, Dx ) - JR~~ belongs to AO. Hence
obtain from (14) and (16) with A == 0
_ K-2 °I(t, x,~) - J(t, x, ~)(W(t,x,~) + K o) 2K-2 EA.
Furthermore the estimate (16) implies that axI(t,x,,~) and aeI(t,x,~) belong to AO.
From [J, P] E 8;-2 and (26), we see that, by setting 1o == [I(t, x, D x ), P],
Io(t, x,~) E AO.
(27)
K-2
Remark 1. From the definition of R; 2,,-2 (t, x, f;.), we see that the estimates (25) still hold in
Dam == {(x, €) E C2 I I~xl < Co, I~~I < co(l + IR~I)} with so'me Co > o. Then we see that
K-2I(t, x, €) - J(t-, x,~)(W(t, x,~) + K O)-2K-2 is bounded in Dom. Cauchy's integral formula and
K-2
(17) imply that R; 21t-2 (t, x,~) is equal to.
l
~ CCi1 , ••• ,a1 dl (W(t X c) + Ko)-2KK~22-l'rr W(ah)(t x C).~ (31, ...,(3,. " ~ «(3h) , ,~
h=1
with dl == (-K - 2/2K - 2)l.
3. The estimates of commutators
Using the operators I and .10 == [I, P] defined in the previous section, where we put I == J
for K == 2, we study the estimates of Ilu(t, x) for a solution to the Cauchy problem (2) and
(3). First we remark that
l-1 ( )IIp = PIl +L ~ (ad(I)l-iP)Ii,
i=O J
where ad(I)X == [I, X] and ad(I)iX == [1, ad(I)i-1X]. Then we have for l 2:: 1,
l-1 (l)' . . .
PUl + L . (ad(I)l-i-1lo)Ui = o.
j=O J
(28)
Put Ul == Ilu. Then we consider the estimate of operator norm Ilad(I)l-i- 1IoII B (£2) where
II· IIB(£2) is the operator norm in the space of bounded linear operators from L 2 (JR) to itself.
Proposition 1. There exist positive constants C and D such that for j == 0,1,2, ... , we have
(29)
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First we give the expression of the symbol of (ad(1(t, x, D)))i1o(t, x, D). In order to simplify
the notations we consider operators which are independent of the variable t.
Let ¢i(X,~) (i == 1,2,3, ... , N) be a symbol which satisfies the following: for any non-
negative integers k and l satisfying k + l ~ 1
(30)
where constants C and D are independent of k, land i.
Let (1, J) be a partition of set {I, 2, ... , N}~.e. 1 n J == 0 and 1 U J == {I, 2, ... , N}. Here
1 or J may be empty set. Set '
B(I,J) (xo, XI,. · · , XN; eo, ~b • • • , eN) = r(xo, ~o) II 8f.rPs(xs, ~s) II(-8x rPt(xt, ~t)) (31)
sEl tEJ
where r(x,~) is a symbol in AO• Let X be a mapping from JRN+l x JRN+l to JRN+l X JRN+l :
where
(XO,Xb ... ,XN) = (x,x, ... ,x) + LZsf: + LZte't
sEl tEJ
and
(~O,6"",~N) = (~,~, ... ,~) + L(se's + L(d;
sEl tEJ
where ~ is (j+l)-th unit vector in lRN +1 Le.
. f ..... { 1 if l == j + 1l-th component 0 eJo == 0 if l # j + 1
(32)
(33)
d f..... ~s-l .....an s == LJl=O el·
We denote by C(I,J)(X,Zl, ,ZN;€'(I, ,(N)
the pullback of B(I,J)(XO,Xl, ,XN;€O'€l, ,€N) by the mapping above X. finally we set
D(I,J) (x, Zl,' .. , ZN;~, (1, .. · , (N) = II 8zs II8'tC(I,J) (x, ZI, ~ · · , ZN;~, (1, · · ., (N). (34)
. sEl tEJ
We remark that D(I,J)(X,ZI, ... ,ZN;~'(I, ... ,(N) is the pullback of'
II(8xo + 8Xl + ... + 8Xs-l) II(8f.o + 86 + ... + 8~t-d
sEl tEJ
Lemma 3.
ad(¢N(X, D))ad(¢N-l(X, D))··· ad(~I(x,D))r(x, D)
11 11 ,L dOl." dONPol,02, ... ,ON,{I,J) (x, D) (36)
all partitions (1, J) of {I, 2, ° 0 0 ,N} 0 0 .
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where
Proof of Lemma 3. We show this lemma by induction on N. In general it follows from calculus
of pseudodifferential operators that the symbol of [q(x, D), r(x, D)] is given by
11 d(} Os - 2~i II e-i71Y{o~q(x,~ + 1J)oxr (x + (}Y,~)
- 8xq(x + (}y,~)8{r(x,~ + 'f/)}dydT] (38)
(see Ch. 2. Sec. 3. of H. Kumano-go 9)). Hence the claim of Lemma 3 is obvious when N == 1.
Suppose that the claim of Lemma 3 is valid when N == k. From the assumption and (38) we
obtain that for any partition (I', J') of {I, 2, ... , k} the symbol of
ad(¢k+l(X, D))P81,82,...,8k,(I',J') (x, D) is given by
11 d(}k+l Os - 2~i II e-iYk+l71k+l{OecPk+l(X,~+ 1Jk+doxP81,82,...,8k,{I',J')(x + (}Yk+l)
'- 8x ¢k+l (x + (}Yk+l, ~)8eP81,82, ...,8k,(I"JI) (x, ~ + 'f/k+l)}d Yk+l d 'f/k+l. (39)
Since
O{<Pk+I(X, ~-+ TJk+I)8x D(II,J')(x + Zk+l, Zl,···, Zk;~, 'f/l,···, 'fJk)
== D(I'U{k+I},J') (x, Zl,···, Zk, Zk+l; ~,TJl, ... , TJk, TJk+I), (40)
it follows from (37) that
Os - 2~i II e-iYk+l71k+lO~cPk+l (x, ~ + 1Jk+doxP81,82,...,8k,{I/,J/) (x + (}Yk+l, ~)d Yk+l d 1Jk+l
=Os - 1 I ..·I e-i (Y 1rll +···+Yk+ll1k+l)(21ri)N+I
D(I'U{k+I},J') (x, (}IYI, · · · , (}k+IYk+l; ~, TJI, · · · ,TJk+l)d YI d 'f/l, · · · d Yk+l dTJk+l. (41)
Similarly we see that
Os - 2~i II e-iYk+l71k+l (-OxcPk+l (x + (}Yk+l,~) )O~P81,82,. .. ,8k,{I"J') (x, ~ + 1Jk+l, ~)d Yk+l d 1Jk+l
= Os - 1 I ···I e-i(Yl111 +···+Yk+ll1k+l)
(2~i)N+I
D(I' ,J'U{k+I}) (x, (}IYI, · · · , ()k+IYk+l; ~, 'f/l, · · · ,TJk+l)d YI d TJI · · · d Yk+l dTJk+l. (42)
Since for any partition (I, J) of {I, 2, ... , k + I} there exists one and only one partition (I', J')
of {I, 2, ... , k} so that (I, J) is equal to (I' U {k + I}, J') or (I', J' U {k + I}), we see that the
assertions of Lemma 3 are also valid in the case where N == k + 1. 0
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Next we show the estimates of symbol POl,02, ... ,ON,(I,J) (x, f,) using the idea which is used for
multi-products of pseudodifferential operators (see Ch.7 Sec. 2. of H. Kumano-go 9»).
Lemma 4. For i == 0, 1 and j == 0, 1
(44)if s E J
if s E I
. . NIO~&JP81,82, ... ,8N,(I,J)(X, ~)I ~ CD N! (43)
where two constants C andD are independent of the partition (I, J) and Ok E [0, 1] (k ==
1,2, ... ,N).
Proof. First we remark that, by the mapping X defined by (32) and (33), differentials oZs and




El=O,l,...,t-l Ge, if t E J
(45)
respectively.
For each integer i in I we define i* by
D
. {o
'Z* = min{t E lit < i}
if i is a minimum element of I
otherwise
and for j in J
. {o
J** = min{t E lit < i}
if j is a minimum element of J
otherwise.
Thus by the definitions of i* and j** , (35), (44) and (45) we see that for i in I such that i* > °
OZi - 8Zi• is expressed in variables Xj as L 'OXk
i.$k<i
(46)
and for j in J such that j** > °
o(j - o(j.. is expressed in variables ~j as L Of-I •
j •• ~l<j
(47)
Now we are ready to show Lemma 4. First we consider the case where all OJ are positive.
By change of variables we obtain
Os - f··· f e- i (Y17ll+'+YN17N)
D(I,J)(X, (}lYl, • . · , (}NYN;~, TIl,· · • , TlN)d Yl d 'f}l • · • d YN d ''IN
= Os - f··· f e- i (YI17l+'+YN17N)
E(X,Yl' .. ',YN;~,Tll,... ,TlN)dYld"ll' .. dYNd'fJN (48)
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where E(X,Yl, ....,YN;~,'f/l, ... ,'f/N) is defined by putting
for i E I
for i E J
(49)_ {OiYi for i E JZi -
Yi for i E I
in D(I,J) (x, Zl, ... ,ZN;~, (1, ... ,(N). From the integration by parts we see that the right hand
side of (48) is equal to
and
J J-i(Yl'T/l+···+YN'T/N)QE( · C )d d d d... e X,Y1,···,YN,~,'fJ1,···,1JN Y1 'f/l··· YN 1JN (50)
where Q is a differential operator given by
Q =.IT (1 + (Yi)2) -1 (1 - o;J IT (1 + (ruf) -1 (1 - O;j) X
iEI jEJ
IT (1 + (11k - 11k.)2r1 (1 - (OYk - OYk.)2) X
kEf
IT (1 + (Yl - Yloo)2r 1 (1 - (01/1 - 01/10.)2) (51)
lEJ
where we read (1 + (11k - 11k.)2)-1 (1 - (OYk - 0Yko )2) as (1 + 11i 2)-1 (1 - o;J when k* = 0'i.e.
k is the minimum element of I and we use the similar convention for
(1 + (Yl - Ylo.)2r- 1 (1 - (01/1 - 01/10.)2) ·
By noting that if k E I,
1 ifi=k
[8'T/i' 'f/k - 'f/k.] = -1 if i = k*
o otherwise,
and that if l E J
1 if j = l
; [8Yi ,Yl - Yl*.] = -1 if j = l**
o otherwise,
by setting
G(Yl' · · . ,YN; 111, · .. ,11N) = IT (1 + (Yi)2) -1 X
iEf
IT (1 + (11j)2)-1 IT (1 + (11k -11k.)2r1 IT (1 + (Yl - Yl.o)2)-1 (52)
jEJ kEf lEJ
and
Q(Ol,... ,ONi{h,... ,I1N) = IT O~i II 0el II (OYk- OYkJ l1kIT (01/1 - 01/I.ot1, (53)
iEf jEJ kEI lEJ
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we obtain from (51)
IQE(x, Yr, '. · · ,YN;~, 1]1,· · · ,1]N)1 :::; eNG(Y1,. · · ,YN; 1]1, · · · ,1JN) X
. '
L IQ(Ol,...,ONilh"",PN)E(x, Yl, · , , ,YN; e, 1]1, ' , , ,1]N)I (54)
oi ,01 ,{3j ,13k =0,1,2
where C = 6SUPxElR,o~j~41(1 + X2)d~j (1 + X 2)-11 and the slim above means the sum for all
possible combinations (a1, ... ,aN) E {O, 1, 2}N and (!31, ... ,!3N) E {O, 1, 2}N. The proof of
(54) is given in the Appendix. '
From (44), (45), (46), (47), (49) and (53) we have the expression of Q(Ol,...,ONiPl,.."PN) in
term of Xi, ~j as follows:
which is also written in the following form:
Cal ,.~.,ON ,{31 ,••• ,{3N II aak abl
ao,···,aN ,bo,... ,bN Xk el
ak,bl=O,1,2,3,4 k,l=O, ... ,N
(55)
where the coefficients satisfy with some constant C depending only on max{!3k' al; k E I, l E J}
leOI ,••• ,ON,{3I,••. ,{3N I < eNao, ... ,aN,bo,... ,bN -
for OJ E (0,1], since each coefficient above is equal to that of the following polynomial
IIU}i2i)OiII(OjXj )Pj II( L Xr)Pk II( L 2p )OI.
iEI JEJ kEI k. $r<k lEJ l•• $p<l
(56)
On the other hand, since r(x,~) E AO, we 'obtain from the definition (31) of'B(I,J)(••• ; ••• )
and (30) the following: for 0 :::; ak, bl :::; 4
II a;Z a:: II(axo + aXl + ' , , + aXS-l)II(aeo + ae1 + ' · , + aet-J
, k,l=O, ... ,N sEI tEJ
B(I,J) (xo, Xl,···, XN; ~O, ~1, ••• , ~N)I
:::; eDN NL (57)
where constants e and D are independent of N and the partition (1, ,J). Indeed the last
inequality follows frorri Le'mma 8.6.3 of L. Hormander 6) or from the follo~ing remark: The left
hand side of (57) is dominated by the value at Xj == 0 and ~j == ,0 for j == '0, ... ,N of the right
hand side of (57) where B(I,J)( ... ; ..• ) is replaced by
II D1" l_l(x·+€·)J=O, ...,N' d J . J
with some positive constants D 1 and d.
Hence it follows from (34), (35), (54), (55), (56) and (57) that
. ,
IQE(x, Y1,· . · ,YN;~, 1]1, · · · ,1]N) 1 :::; C1C:N!G(Y1' · · · ,YN; 1]1, · .' .', 'TIN). (58)
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Since by the definition (52)
1+00f··· f G(~l"'" YN; 'fJl,"" 'fJN )dYl ... ,dYNd'fJl ... d'fJN = ( _00(1 + X2)-ldx)2N,
from which we obtain, taking account of (37), (48), (50) and (58),
IR (x C)I < CDN N'fJl ,02,... ,fJN ,(l,J) , ~ - •
when all OJ E (0,1] . Here the constants above C and D are independent of N and the partition
(1, J) and they are independent of the value of OJ (j - 1,2, ... ,N) also. Thus the inequality
above is also valid for 1 ~ OJ ~ 0 (j == 1,2, ... ,N). Then we obtain the assertion of Lemma 4
in the case of i == j == O.
Since 8~~D(I,J)(X, Zl, .. ·, ZN; e, 'fJb ... , 'fJN) is a pullback of
( L 8Xk )i( L 8el )jIl( L 8xk }II( L (8el )x
k=O,l, ... ,N l=O,l, ... ,N '. sEl O~k~s-l tEJ O~l~t-l
B(l,J) (xo, Xl,· •• , XN; ~O, ~l, ••• , ~N) (59)
by mapping X, we obtain by the same argument the estimates for 8~~P91,92, ...,9N,(I,J)(X,e).
Thus the proof of Lemma 4 is completed 0
Thanks to Theor,em due to H. O. Cordes 2), we obtain from Lemma 4
\\ P01,82,... ,ON,(l,J)(X, D)\IB(L2) ~ CDN N!'
where constants C and D are independent of N, Ol (l == 1, .. ~ ,N) and partition (I, J). Hence
, because the number of partitions of set {I, 2, .... , N} is 2N , we get form Lemma 3
Then the. proof of Proposition 1 is completed except the proof 1of (54) that. is given in the
appendix.
In preparation for the next section we show the following.
Proposition 2. Let qh(X,~) E AO (h== 0,1). We set Qo == qo(x,Dx ) and 'Ql (x, Dx ) ==
Xql(X, Dx ). Let ko ~ 1. Assume that g(x) E L2(lR) satisfies the following: there exist positive
constants C and D such that for any integer n ~ 0
Then there exist positive constants K and L such that for any integer N and any function
j(.) E: {O, I}N we have
IIQj(N)·· ·Qj(2)Qj(l)g(X) II ~ KLNN!ko. (60)
Proof. We remember qkk) (x, ~) = 8;qh(X, ~). Then [x, qkk) (x, D)] = iqkk+l) (x, D) for any integer
k 2: O. By the definition of AD we see Ilqkk) (x, D)IIB(L2) :::; C1Dfk! with constants C1 and D]
which are independent of k (see for example H. O. Cordes 2)or Ch. 2. Thm. 4.1 of H. Kumano-
go 9)). In general we see that the commutator [x, Al(x, Dx) · · · A2 (x, Dx)Al (x, Dx )] is equal to
l
i L A1(x, Dx) · · · Aj - 1(x, Dx)A)l) (x, Dx)Aj+l (x, Dx) • · · Al (x, Dx).
j=l
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Let J == {k E {I, 2, ... , N} I j(k) == I} Assume that the set J consists of jl, ... ,jl where
l == IJI and 1 ~ jl < j2 < ·· · < jl ~ N. Let be .
( L xm )( L xm )··· ( L xm ) = L Cdo,dl, ... ,dNXgoxfl · · · xtf:.
O~m~j1 O~m~j2 O~m~j,
Then we see
Q Q Q () - ~ C ·d1+···+dN (dN)( 'D) (d1)( D) do ( )j(N) ... j(2) j(I)9 X - L....,,; do,d1, ... ,dN'l qj(N) X, ••• qj(l) x, x 9 x ,
from which we obtain
by taking D2 == max{D, D I }
Since Cdo ,d1,...,dN ~ 1 and ko ~ 1,
~ Cd d d dN!··· d1 !do!ko < (~Cd d d dN!··· dl!do!)kOL....,,; 0, 1,···, N - L....,,; 0, 1,···, N
Lemma 8.6.3 of L. Hormander 6) implies
Then the assertion of Proposition 2 follows from the estimates above.
Finally we show following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let a(x,~) E Ao. Then for any integer l ~ 0
1 l·Ilx a(x, Dx)gll < C~ K I - i ll x,1g(x)1Il' - L....,,; .,
· j=O J.




Since ad(x)ja(x, D x ) == ija(j)(x, Dx ), we have Ilad(x)ja(x, Dx )IIB(L2) ~ CKjj!. Then we obtain
(63).
-0
4. The proof of Theorem 1
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If ~he Cauchy data ¢(x) of (3) is in S, then the solution u(t, x) to (2) and (3) belongs to
C([O, T], S. Hence, noting (x2+ 1)-1/2f(t, x,~) E 81, we see that Ul(t, x) = fluet, x) is well
defined. From (28) and (29), we obtain, for i 2: 1,
l-I
IIPUl(t, ·)11 ~ i! L DKl-jlluj(t, ·)llj!
j=O
with some positive constants D, K. Then the estimates (6) and (7) imply that
IluollT ~ CII¢o(·) II
and for i 2: 1
l-I '
IludlT ~ G(II</>l(-) II + i! L DKl-j Ilu~,IIT)
j=O J.
where IlulllT = SUPtE[O,T] Ilul(t, ·)11 and </>l(X) = Ul(O,X) = fllt=o</>(x). Then by induction we see
that with a positive constant Co ,satisfying Co ~ max{-C, CDK + K},
l
IlulllT < '"' c.l+l- j II </>j(-)II
i' - L.J ° .,... J.J=O
(64)
Then we consider the estimates of II<pj(·)II. We remark that, when the estimate (9) is
satisfied, we have for any integer 1 2: °
(65)
Let r(x,~) == 1(O,x,~). Since J(O,x,~) == -x and W(O~x,~) == q(x,~)2.where q(x,~) ==
~1t-1 + qlt-2(X,~) with qlt-2(X,~) E 8;-2, then we see from (27) that
r(x,~) = -x(x2+ q(x, ~)2 + Kot 2'::!2 + ro(x,~)
with ro(x,~) E AO.
Noting that Ix(x2 +q(x, ~)2+Ko)- 21<.;=.221 ~ G(l + Ixl)1/(1t-1) , we see that the symbols Rj(x,~)
(j == 1, ... ,~ - 1) of 1(0, x, Dx)jlt=o can be written
Rj(x,~) == ;Rj,1 (x,~) + Rj,o(x,~)
with Rj,I(X,~),Rj,o(x,~)) E AO. Indeed we have only to put lRj,I(X,~) == x2~IRj(x,~) and
Rj,o(x,~) == x2~1Rj(x, ~). Then Lemma 5 and (65) Imply- that, for j == 1, ... ,K - 2 and any
integer i 2: 0,
IlxlRj(x, Dx)¢(x)11 ~ CDli!K-I. (66)
. \
For any l == p(K - 1) + Po with P 2: 1 and ~ - 2 2: Po 2: 0, we have <Pl(X) == R~_IRj¢>(x).
Since R~-I is a sum of 2P terms Rh1, ... ,hp with hj == 0,1 where
where RK-I,O == RK-1,O and RK-I,l == xRK-1,1. From Proposition 2 and (66) we obtain
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Then we have
IIR~_IRj(x,Dx)¢>(x) II ~ CDPp!~-I.
Therefore, from Stirling's formula we obtain
from which and (64) follow that
IIudlT ~ C l+1lL
Using the density argument, we see that the estimate above is still valid for ¢>(x) E L2(IR)
satisfying (9).
Finally since J == tKq(X,~) - x an'd W(t, x,~) == j2 + q(x, ~)2 where q(x,~) == ~~-1 + r(x,~)
with r E 8;-2, we see from (27) that, ift > O,·I(t,x,~) is a first order elliptic symbol. Here we
remark that the symbol I(t, x,~) - J(W + KO)-(~-2/(2~-2)) is bounded in I{(x,~) E C2 II~xl <
co, I~~I < co(1 + I~~I)} with some Co (see Remark 1 in the section 2). Then pseudodifferential
version due to M. Damlakhi 5). of Kotake-Narsimhan Theorem implies that u(t, x) is analytic
with respect to the x variable when t > o. Then the proof of Theorem is completed.
Now we show how to obtain Corollary 1 from Theorem 1. We assume that K == '2ko + 1.
First we remark if the coefficient of D;-I, al (x), is given by
(67)
with a function al,O(x) satisfying (4) and a non-negative function al,l(x) whose derivative
a~ I(X) satisfies (4), then we see that the Cauchy problem is L2_ and S- well-posed. Indeed
,
Note that for ~ == 2ko+ 1
2ko+l-j
P == D + D2ko+1+ a (x)D2kO- iDkoa (x)DkO + ~ a·D2ko+1-jt x 1,0 x x 1,1 x. L..-t J x
j=2
where, similarly to aj, Ctj satisfies (4) or (5). Then considering the operator G(x)PC-1(x),
where G(x) == exp(-c fox (y)-6 dy) with some c > 0, we obtain the energy estimates for P.
Now define a function w(x) by
with a non-negative function X(y) E COO(lR) satisfying x(y) == 1 for y 2:: 0 and x(y) == 0 for
y ~ -1. Then from (X)(y)-1 ~ .2(x-y) we see that Iw(l)(x)1 ~ C(x)-l-(k-2)/(k-l). Furthermore
we obtain I
w(x) ~ C(x)-(k-2)/(k-l), x > 0
and






Then W(x) == fox w(x) dx satisfies that
C1 (X)1/(k-1) ~ W(x) ~ C2(X)1/(k-1), x > 0
and
IW(x)1 ~ C, x < o.
When the initial data ¢(x) satisfies (10), by setting E(x) == exp(-W(x)), we see that
100 1-00 le'h Ix! i<=I E(x)¢(x)12dx < 00,
with some 81 > O. Furthermore v(t,x) == E(x)u(t,x) satisfies the equation Pv == 0 where
K,
P = E(x)PE-1(x) = Dt + D; + Lo'j(x)D;-j.
j=1
Since E(x )Dx E-1(x) == Dx - iw(x), we see a1 (x)== a1 (x) - i(2ko+1)w(x) and coefficients aj(x)
(j ~ 2) satisfy (4) and (5), (6) and (8). Then Theorem 1 implies that the solution w(t, x) to the
problem (2) with the initial data E(x)¢J(x) is analytic with respect to the variable x when t > O.
Since v(t, x) E C([O, T], L2 (lR)), the uniqueness of solutions implies that v(t, x) == w(t, x). Since
E-1(x) is analytic, then we see that u(t,x) is analytic in x when t > O.
Appendix.
In this appendix we show (54) in the section 3.
Let
J== {j(l), ... ,j(s)}
where j(h) < j(h + 1) for 1 ~ h < s - 1. Then the operator




= IT (1 - 8;j(h») IT (1 + (Yj(l) - Yj(I•• ))2) -1.
h=1 l=1
In order to simplify the notations we assume that j(h) == h for 1\ ~ h ~ s.
Let
s
f(X1, · · · , xs) = IT (1 + X~)-l.
h=1
Then, for 1 ~ h ~ s - 1,
8Yhf(Yl,Y2-YI"",Ys-Ys-d=(8xh-8xh+Jf(Xl, ... ,xs)l_ _ -'
XI-Yl, Xh-Yh -Yh-l ,for h-2,... ,s
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Noting the relations above, by putting
s IAi(l), ... ,i(s)(y Y ) == II ai(j)f(x x )1,···, s x· 1,···, s ,J .
j=1 Xl=Yl,Xh=Yh-Yh-l,forh=2, ... ,s
we obtain
s
P == ~ C~(I), ... ,~(s)Ai (I), ...,i(s)(y y ) II {jl(j)
J ~ ~(I), •.• ,~(s) 1, · · ., S Yj
l(j),i(j)E{O,I,2,3,4} j=I, ...s j=1
where C:m::::::~:~ is the coefficient of the following polynomial:
s-1
(1 - (l7s + ws)2) II(1 - (l7h + Wh - wh+d2)
h=1
s
~ C l (I), ,l(s) II i(j) l(j)~ i(I), ,i(s) W j "Ij •
l(j),i(j)E{O,I,2,3,4} j=l, ...s j=1
From (A.I) we see
s
IAi(l),...,i(s) (Yl' ... , Ys) I ::; C S (1 + yn-1 II(1 + (Yh - Yh_d2)-1
h=2
where C = SUPxElRo::;i::;41(1 + X 2)::i (1 + X2)-11.
N t t · t Cl(I), ••• ,l(s)ex we es Ima e. i(I), ... ,i(s).
For two polynomials P 1(Wl, ••• , ws , 'TJI, ••• , "Is) and P 2 (Wl, ••• , ws , 11, ... ,"Is) we write
PI (Wt, · · · ,ws , "11, • • • ,"Is) ~ P2(Wl, · •• ,Ws , "11, • • • , "Is)
if the following is satisfied: for any l(l), ... , l(s) and h(l), ... ,h(s) we have
Since
and
we obtain from (A.3)
s
L C l(I), ... ,l(s) II i(j) l(j).() .() W . 1] .t 1 ,... ,~ S J J
l(j),i(j)E{O,I,2,3,4} j=I, ...s j=1
s s
~(1 + Wl)2 II (1 + Wh)4 II(1 + l7i + 17])
h=2 j=1
s








IC~(1),···,~(8) I < 68.
~(1), ... ,~(8) -
Therefore we hav~ from (A.4) and (A.5)
S 8
PJ = (1 + yn-1II(1 + (Yh - Yh_l)2)-1 ( L C1h ,oo.,l3s (Y1' · · · ,Y8) II aen
h=2 {3t, ... ,{3s=O,1,2 i=l
where
Ie{3l, ••• ,{3s (Yl' ... , Ys) I ::; (6C)8.
Since the same arguments can be applied to the operator
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